Monitoring of viral cancer progression using FTIR microscopy: a comparative study of intact cells and tissues.
Fourier transform infrared microspectroscopy (FTIR-MSP) is an analytical method with a promising potential for detecting the spectral changes due to cancerous changes in cells. The purpose of the present study is monitoring biochemical spectral changes accompanying viral cancer progression in cells and tissues using FTIR-MSP. As a model system, we used cells in culture which were transformed to malignant cells by infection with murine sarcoma virus (MuSV) and cervical tissues at different neoplastic stages. In order to devise a systematic follow-up of the cancer progression, it was essential first to determine and validate consistent and significant spectral biomarkers, which can evidently discriminate between normal and cancerous cells/tissues. Then these biomarkers were used for the characterization and classification of early stages of malignant transformation utilizing discriminant classification function techniques. Our study points out that malignancy progression can be eminently graded for both cell lines and tissues. For example, using the array of four biomarkers: A(2958)A(2852)+A(2923),A(1121)/A(1015),A(1171)/A(1152)and|A(1082)-A(1056)|A(1028), we attained that the classification accuracies of different premalignant stages of cell lines and tissues were varied between 89.5 and 97.4%. These results strongly support the potential of developing FTIR microspectroscopy as a simple, reagent free method for early detection and accurate differentiation of premalignant stages.